Who we are
ECODAT, founded in 2014, is a start-up company, qualified as innovative, and based in Corbetta (West Milan). The core of the company is a group of engineers and technicians who have a background of multidisciplinary professional experiences. With regards to the automotive sector, both as road and motorsport vehicles, the activities and experiences are specialised in:
- Data acquisition systems/images for high-end and motorsport cars
- Telemetry systems for F1 cars
- Inverters for electric and hybrid vehicles
- High speed electrical motor for traction and energy recovery systems
- Placement and tracking on the road and on the track

Contact
Tel.: 02 84191074
giancarlo.deangelis@ecodat.eu

F1 Telemetry Systems

Electric motor: Power 100Kw@450 VDC
Max speed: 30,000 RPM
Weight: <23 Kg

Driver Electric Motor Unit (Inverter):
max 320Arms@450VDC
max 550Arms@48 VDC

www.ecodat.eu